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the atmosphere. Through it, from the big m e by the bandstand, long red-

'wangal" cries the old man; everyone looks at him, and at &a moment the
erect form of Percy Thomas appears on the bandstand.
We hurry to finish the field recording set-up before light fails. Percy starts rn
ong hammers hard in the air near the edge
suit, except for the drummer, who continues the
distant b w tidum.
~
The discipline of this band is an inspit*
one can tell,
Captain Percy is feared and worshipped by these men He rehearses them unmercifully, five nights a week, u n d they don" have to think to play. Now, like a dozen
radios they are all tuned in on Thomas.
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The Thomas hammers disappear momentarily in a hummingbird blur, and
are still. Looking to the north and south against the distant streetlights a
uge crowd is silhouetted, all arrived simultsneously i n the dot of nightfall. Dim
lights at one side of the stand reveal the 61d rnan crouched at the foot of the tree,
pouring a little water out of his jar into the earth. His head bobbles precariously
on his shoulders. Bum tjdum. The tight: innet circle of the crowd is moving very
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ing music floats over the square like a cloud. Sopranos rise up over

-

. Everything disappears into rhe starry sky, and time stops running wtil the music
is finished. The old man is face up and motionless on the g m d . Gripped rock-tight.in both hands, what looks like a
his chest. Eyes stare unseeing into space. The tips of the feathets tremble a little.
Paeyo is in a possession, so! No one seems to pay much attention to him, all eyes
ace on Thomas and the orchestra. But they do care; that inner spring still unwinds
hprcepti$ly arouad the stand to help him safely from his seizure. Barn ti-durn!
The orchestra bursts into music again.
Playing, the band is intent, lost in flying hammers. Sometimes after a number .
there is a sprid&ng of applause, sometimes not. It is hard to say who is the mate
spellbound when Percy Thomas plays, orchestra or audience.
This vast crowd was rooted ta the spot for hours. Now that the concert is over,
they have vanished. Old papayo is gone, too, but his glass jat stays, over there
under the big tree.
Woodford Square is very quiet. In the distance there is the faint sound of a
steelband safe indooks, rehearsing.
Curious, I pick up the jar; it b empty. I me11 of it; there was no m.
Percy Thomas,& ,: .Y. .
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E n c h d ? Well, I think so.
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